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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
l. = Arrival rate 
J',-
i 




= Probability that 'n' units are at first queue and 'm' units 
are at second queue. 
pi= Probability that ith server is idle. 
0 
Li= Number of units at i
th server. 




= Fraction of customers served by i th server. 
P0 = Probability that 'n' units are in the system. 




In today's world, waiting lines formed by people, machines and 
other types of units are commonplace. Queues form whenever the cur­
rent demand for a service exceeds the current capacity to provide that 
service. In many cases, the interarrival times or service times are 
not constants, but involve distributions from which the values occur 
randomly. 
A waitfog line causes concern when there is an economic value 
associated with it. A waiting line may have a negative monetary value 
if units leave without service, or if units have costs as they wait. 
Idle service facilities may also have a negative monetary value if 
they imply that the service ·facility is operating below the optimum 
level. The system analyst attempts to find an optimum solution by 
balancing the var·ous costs associated with waiting lines and idle 
fac:ili ties. 
Many different types of waiting situations have been formulated 
and studied [10]. A specific queuing model is a function of 
1. Type of population 
2. Service station configuration 
3. Allowable queue length 
4. Queue discipline 
5. Interarrival time distribution 
68 Service time distribution 
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Figure 1.1 indicates some of the arious subclassifications of 1 the 
above major classifications. 
There are two ways that such systems of service stations and 
queues can be studied . The first is to define the system through a 
set of mathematical relations and is called queuing theory. The second 
is to def:ne the system through logic relations and simulat� the opera­
tion of the system . In queuing theory, the differential difference 
method, developed by A .  Ke Erlang, may be used to develop equations for 
statistics such as the average length of waiting line, the average 
waiting time, the average number of units in the system, and the aver­
age time in the system . This method uses Markov--chain procedures and 
the eq-..za·tions are Y.Jri tten in terms 0£ the transition ma trix . The time­
independent steady state solution is obtained by reducing the ·set of 
equations to a time-dependent differential equation and setting the 
rate of change to zero . Such equations, when there is a single chan­
nel, a poisson arrival rate distribution, an exponential service time 
distribution, and a first come first serve queue discipline, can be 
written and solved without much difficulty. Other simple systems can 
also be solved in this manner 
In practical problems, the interarrival time distribution and 
service time distribution may not be those which are directly and 
easily handled by queuing theory. Moreover, when the system has a 
complex pattern of parallel and sequential service stations, compounded 
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to obtain :in a closed form. For such complex systems, the solution 
can be obtained with less difficulty through simulation. 
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A simulation of the system is the operation of a model which is 
the representation of the system. Through the techniques of simulation, 
complex models may be created and studied. The ability to duplicate 
the real system is the main advantage of the simulation models. By 
manipulation of the parameters of the simulation models, the behaviour 
of the actual system under a number of conditions can be inferred. 
There are two important variants of simulation: Operational 
Gaming and Monte Carlo Analysis. 
Operational Gaming is a simul2tion in which decision making is 
performed by one o:r· more human decision-makers as a part of the simu­
lation. This type of simulation is now used in the study of govern­
mental problems at the municipal, national, and international levels 
[2]. 
The Monte Carlo Analysis is a simulation in hich the logical 
structure of the model is fixed. Representations. of an interacting 
population then move through the logical structure as if they were 
real members of the population interacting with the real system. The 
attributes of the population are randomly assigned so that each sample 
represents an unbiased subset from the origin�l population. The out­
comes in a Monte Carlo model may differ for repeated runs with the 
same input values. To produce s·�atistically significant results in a 
Monte Carlo Analysis, repeated runs- are required ith the same input 
values. 
Essentially a computer Monte Carlo simulation involves the 
following elements: 
1. The· objectives of the simulation must be determined and a 
criterion must be established for evaluating the degree to 
which the objectives are fulfilled by the experiment. 
2. A logical model (flow charts) must be constructed to simu­
late the system. 
3. A computer program must be formulated that converts the 
model into an operable simulation program. 
4. The program must be used as an experimental device to study 
the system that the program represents. 
The program can be written in general purpose languages such as 
FORTRAN, ALGOL, COBOL, PL/I or in special purpose macro-languages such 
as GPSS, SIMSCRlPT, GASP, SIMPAC, DYNAMO or PRCX3RAM SIMULATE [8]. 
Among these languages, GASP is not a true macro-language but consists 
of a number of FORTRAN subroutines. Some of the macro-languages and 
their procedures have been discussed and compared· by K. D. Tocher [11]. 
The princ_ipal advantage of using a special purpose language is 
that it requires less programming time. These languages have been 
written to facilitate the programming of certain types of systems. For 
example, PRCGRAM SIMULATE was designed primarily for simulating large­
scale economic systems, whereas GPSS, SIMSCRIPT, and GASP are well 
suited for scheduling and waiting line problems. In general, the com­
puter running time is increased by using a macro-language over that 
for a general purpose language. Another advantage of macro-languages 
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is that they have error-checking techniques that can detect logical 
errors s ch as detecting if units are not terminated after service com­
pletion, as well as rule violations and capacity violations. The gen­
eral purpose languages do not possess the ability to·check such logical 
errors. The general purpose languages are relatively more flexible 
than the special purpose languages. Another consideration-is the kind 
of output report needed to give required information about the simu­
lated system. If a general purpose language is used, there will be a 
minimum number of restrictions imposed on the format of the output 
reports. In cape of a special purpose language, the output format 
requirements of the language must be adhered to. All the macro­
languages except GASP require, as a minimum, IBM 360/50 computers or 
their equivalent. 
The choice of the langtiage used in the simulation depends on the 
type of the computer available and the programmer's familiarity with 
the various languages. FORTRAN will be used in this simulation program 
becau�e aero-languages are not available at the SDSU computer center. 
With the development of simulation techniques, it is increasingly 
commonplace to simulate a complicated system for which mathematical 
solutions are hard to obtain. For example, the basic Queuing Theory 
for a multichannel system assumes either one queue, or multiple queues, 
in which the units are not -allowed to switch lines. However, in many 
practical situations, each service channel has a separate and dis­
tinct waiting line and units do change from one line to another. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERAilrRE REVIEW 
Although the idea of simulating systems on a computer is less 
than ·twenty years old� there is extensive literature on simulation 
studies. With the development of high-speed computers, there has been 
a tremendous growth in the use of simulation techniques. Since this 
study is oriented towards a waiting line model, only models per·taining 
to the queuing systems rlll be reported. 
A service station may have one of the fo�lowing forms: 
1. one queue, one server 
2. one queue, multiple servers 
3. sequential channels, with or without queues 
4. multiple queues� multipl€ servers 
The total fac�lity may involve combinations of these stations. 
Mathematical solutions have been obtained for one queue, one 
server and one queue, m·ltiple servers models with various combinations 
of the other variables [ 10,1, 7] - Therefore these models are simulated 
only to verify a particular simulator. 
In the sequential channel model, mathematical equations have been 
developed for the tw-o stations-in-series case with no queue allowed 
before either station. In this� the arrival rate distribution is a 
poisson distributio- and the service time distribution is the exponen­
tial distribution [ 1]. Equations have also been developed for many 
other situations [10]. These could be simulated and verified. 
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The multiple queues,. multiple sexvers model using infinite popu­
lations and infinite queues will be considered in depth as it involves 
customer strateg·es other than balking and reneging. They are: 
1. Preference. for a particular channel when queues are of equal 
length or when all channels are empty. 
2. JoinL'1g the shortest queue if the queues are different 
lengths. 
3. Changing from one queue to another. 
The first theoretical multiple queues, multiple servers model was 
derived as a number- of individual single que�ie, single server models 
[7]. For exa11ple, in a two queues, two servers model, if arriving 
units. choose between the queues at random, the system is really just 
two independent single channel systems, each with an arrival rate of 
½ A and an ic;fentical service rate of }A,. 
The strategy of preference was considered by Krishnamoorthy [ 5] 
in his one queue, two servers model. Here, the uni ts wil 1 use their 
preference only when both servers are free. Thi$ model assumed a 
poisson arrival rate and exponential service time for both servers . 
The service rate of the servers need not necessarily be the same. 
First come, first serve queue discipline was used. 
The strategy of joining the shortest queue was considered by 
Koenigsberg [3] in his two queues, two servers model, with a poisson 
arrival rate and exponential service time for both servers. The ser­
vice rate of the servers need not be the same. 
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He also showed that preference has no effect when the strategy of 
joining the shortest queue is also ·considered .  
The strategy of switching queues (changing from one queue to 
another) ·s called jockeying .  A waiting customer jockeys in antici­
pation of shorter delay . There are two types of jockeying: 
1.  Probabilistic jockeying 
2. Instantaneous jockeying 
In the probabilistic jockeying, the customers leave the longer 
queue at some rate proportional to the difference in lengths of the 
waiting lines . 
In the instantaneous jockeying, the customer in the longer queue 
jockeys to the shorter queue, when the difference in queues exceeds one . 
Koenigsberg [3] derived equations for a two channel model for both 
types of jockeying . He assumed a poisson arrival rate and exponential 
service time for both servers .  The service rate of the servers could 
be different . He allowed an infinite queue before each channel . In 
the prorobilistic jockeying model, he showed that -the results are the 
same as the two queues, two servers model with no jockeying allowed 
when the arriving units always join the shorter queue . 
A final derivation was for a two queues, two servers model with 
preferences and jockeying allowed. In this model the arriving unit 
will Join the shortest queue . If the queues are of-equal length then 
the unit will join a preferred queue . Whenever the difference in line 
lengths exceed one, the unit from the longer line jockeys to the 
shorter line. 
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Therefore, the basic mathematical solutions have been developed 
in the multiple queues, multiple servers with various customer strate­
gies considered. They are limited to a two channel case with a poisson 
arrival rate and exponential service times. It does not appear practi­
cal to extend these models to more channels, particularly when it may 
be desii:·able to consider other distri utions of interarri val times and 
service times. A simulation model is therefore proposed that will 
accommodate the situations outlined in Table 2-1. 
TABLE 2-1. 
Capability of the Simulation Model 
1. Number of channels 
2. Type cf queue 
3. Interarrival time distribution 
4. Service time distribution 
5. Queue discipline 
6 .  Customer preference is allowed 
when queues are equa 1 or mi�sing. 
Minimum of 2 
Maximum of 10 
Multiple queues with infinite 
or finite number in each queue. 
(If finite, the maximum number 
of queue allowed before each 
channel is same). 
a. exponential 
b. constant 
c. ten-celled histogram 
a. exponential 
b. constant 
c. ten-celled histogram 
first come, first serve with 
instantaneous jockeying 
CHAPTER III 
t-'ODEL AND PROCEDURE 
The multiple queues, multiple servers model with jockeying is a 
queuing situation for which inadequate models have been developed . 
It is desirable to fabricate a simulation model that will allow such 
systems to be better understood. 
ln this model, three customer strategies are considered: 
1. Joining the shortest queue. 
2. Joining a preferred queue, when the .queues are of equal 
length. 
3. Switching to the shorter queue when one exists . 
Jockeying will occur immediately whenever the difference between 
any two queue lengths is greater than one. The simulation program will 
accommodate as many as ten parallel channels with either an infinite or 
finite queue for each channel. Each channel may have a different mean 
service time and service time distribution. The interarrival time dis­
tribution and- service time distribution need not necessarily be the 




3. a histogram with a maximum of ·ten cells 
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The generalized flow chart for this computer simulation is shown in 
Figure 3.1. The variable time increment procedure is used. Jockeying 
takes place after a service is completed, but before the clock changes. 
It is worthwhile to follow through the computer logic. At a given 
clock time, the computer first rust determine if the time is for an 
arrival or a service completion time. If it is an arrival. then the 
next a.rrival time is generated by computing a pseudo-random number. In 
case of infinite queue situation, the arrival is placed in the shortest 
queue, if a difference exists> or in a selected channel if the queues 
are of equal length, including zero. The selection process will make 
use o,f another pseudo-random number. In finite queue situation, if a 
unit can be accomrnoda ted in any one of the queues, then the unit is 
placed in that queue; otherwise the unit is rejected. When a unit is 
placed in a queue, that -service facility is tested for availability. 
If it is empty, the unit is placed in that facility, a pseudo-random 
number is computed and the service time is generated. The statistics 
are collected before advancing the clock to the next time. 
�'hen the clock time is for a service completion, the unit is 
removed from the correct station. If a queue exists, a new unit is 
inserted and the service time is generated. Next, the length of the 
queue is compared with the other queues. If one or more other queues 
are two units longer than the queue for the channel where the service 
has been completed, the last unit in one of these queues is moved to 
the completed service channel.. The longer que-ue is arbitrarily se­
lected as the queue that has the smallest designator number . Again the 
statistics are collected before advancing the clock to the next time. 
Start 
Initia l i ze 







Sel ect the 
shortest queue 
F igure 3 . 1 .  Flow Chart for Simulation of Queuing Situation . 
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Figure 3 . 1 .  ( continued ) 







Figure 3.1 .  ( concluded) 
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For the generation of random numbers, the standard  IBM random 
number generator routine has been modified . The IBM routine will gen­
erate a random number between zero and one, inclusively. The modified 
routine wil l  generate values lthich are greater than zero and less than 
or equal to one. 
The statistics are collecte� by event-sequencing method. To 
compute the average gueue length at each server, the number of units in 
queue at each server is multiplied by the difference between the clock 
time and the next event time . This value is added to the previous sum 
of length time for that queue. Finally that quantity is divided by the 
clock time at which the simulation is stopped . The other statistics 
like the average number of units in each channel, the average waiting 
time and the portion served a.l'e also summed at each clock time and 
finally the mean va lues are computed by dividing the respective quanti­
ties by the simulated clock time. 
Study to be Conducted: 
A detailed study will be made on three different numbers of chan­
nels: two channels, four channels, and eight channels and for utili­
zation factors of 0. 2, 0.4, 0 . 6, and 0 . 9 .  The average length of queue 
before each channel, average number of units in each channel, idle time 
of each channel and the fraction of customers served by each channel 
will be determined as output and will be plotted against the utiliza­
tion factor s The utilization factor is defined as the ratio of the mean 
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arrival rate to the mean system service rate. In case of a histogram, 
the mean interarrival time is its expected value and the inverse of the 
mean interarriva l time will give the mean arrival rate . To obtain 
different u tilization factors, the mean arrival rate will be kept at 
a constant value , and the service rate of all stations will be changed 
by the necessary factor. 
A solution obtained through simulation is expected to have 
statistical error. To determine the solution with + 10  per cent 
accuracy a nd 95 per cent confidence , it is required to have five runs 
of 800 samples each [6] . Statistics will be collected from five runs, 
each containing 800 samples. 
The values  for the run at the utilization factor of 0. 4 are shown 
in Table 3 - 1 . 
The histogram i s  wri tte11 such that the upper row represents the 
probability corresponding to the interarrival time values in the 
second row . 
TABLE 3-1 
Da ta Tabl e 
Utilization fa ctor value is 0 . 4  
Interarriva l time 
No. of distribution 
channels Exponentia l Histogram 
2 o .  1 667 
4 0 . 1667 
8 
2 0 . 1667 
Length of run = 800 
Repl ications = 5 
0 . 2  0 . 5  0 . 7 
. 07 . os . 21 
L O 
. 29 
Mean Service Rate 
Channel 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
5 10 
2 . 5  5 5 2 . 5  
1 1 . 5 2 2 . 5  2 2 . 5  
5 10 
7 8 









The different models indicated in Chapter I II were simulated and 
statistics were coll ected at the different utilization fa ctor values. 
The tabled results of the simulation runs are shown in Appendix C. 
The va lidity of the simulation model wa s tested by comparing the 
output statistics -with the same statistics using the rela tions de­
veloped by Koenigsberg [ 3] .  These calculations a re found in Appendix 
B� and the comparisons are shown in Tables 4-1 a , b, c  and d. The simu­
lation statistics vary from 0.12 per cent to 7.5 per cent from the 
calculated values�  except for the probability that server 2 is idle 
( 13.41 per cent) in Table 4-ld a nd severa l values for th€ length of 
queue. The latter wa s expected since Dyanesh [ 6] found tha t 30 repli­
cations were needed to reduce the estimation to ± 10 per cent of the 
mean value and only 5 replications were carried out. 
A study of he output statistics for a number of combinations of 
channels, service rates and utilization factors indicates that the 
results in general do not deviate widely from that  which might be 
intuitively expected, and that the various relations are similar to 
tho se for simula tion models.  Nevertheless, it is beneficial to discuss 
in detail the results that were obtained .  
In general ,  the results were a s  expected with the fa ster server 
having more idle time than the slower servers, even though the average 
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TABLE 4-la 
COMPARISON OF SIMULATION STATISTICS WITH CALCULATED STA TI STI CS FOR M =· 2 
p = 0. 2  
Channel Method L Lq pi 0 y � 
Mathematical 0.2733 0.0093 0. 736 0.44 
1 Simulation 0.2743 0. 0103 0. 73 8 0. 43 10 
Error by 
Simulation +0. 366% +10.75% +0.272% -2. 27% 
Mathematical 0.1766 0. 0086 0. 832 0.56 
2 Simulation 0 - 1769 0. 00 80 0. 833 0.57 20 
Error by 
Simulation +0.17% -6. 98% +0. 12% 1.79% 
TABLE 4-lb 
COMPARISON OF SIMULATION STATISTICS WITH CALCULATED STATISTICS FOR M = 2 
p = 0. 4 
Channel Method L Lq pi 0 y 
Ma them.a ti ca 1 0.5632 0.0 832 0. 52 0 .. 40 
l Simulation 0.5519 0. 0742 0.5227 0.394 5 
Error by 
Simulation -2% -10. 81% +0.519% - 1.5% 
Mathematical 0.4367 0.0767 0.64 0. 60 
2 Simulation 0. 4289 0.0706 0.642 0. 60 5  1 0  
Error by 
Simulation -1.78% -7.95% +0. 3% 
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TABLE 4-lc 
COMPARISON OF SIMULATION STATISTICS WITH CALCULATED STA TISTICS FOR M =  2 
p = 0 . 6  
Cha nnel Method L L pi  0 y f' . 
Mathematical 1 .026 0 . 3578 0 . 3313 0 . 37 
J 
1 Simula tion 0 . 9698 0 .3077 0 . 3393 0 . 366 3 . 3333 
Error by 
Simula tion· -5 . 48% -14% +2 . 41% -1 . 08% 
Ma thema ti cal 0 . 9017 0 . 33 63 0 . 4341 0 . 63 
2 Simulation 0 . 8340 0 . 2897 0 .457 0 . 634 6 . 6667 
Error by 
Simulation -7. 5% -13 . 85% +5 . 01% 
TABLE 4-ld 
COMPARISON OF SIMULATION STATIS TICS WITH CALCULATED S TA TISTICS FOR M =  2 
p = 0 . 9  
Channel Method L L
q 





817 3 .8949 0 .0789 0 . 34 
1 Simula tion 4. 8709 3 . 9535 0 . 0832 0 . 342 
Error by 
S imula tion +1 . 12% +1 . 5% +5 . 45% 
Ma thema tica 1 4 . 72 3 .8299 0 . 1007 0 . 66 
2 Simula tion 4 . 7628 3 . 8763 0 . 1142 0 . 658 4 . 4444 
Error by 
S imulation +0 . 91% +1 . 21% +13 . 41% -0 . 3% 
23 
queue length and mean number1 were smaller. Because of jockeying, the 
avexage queue length and the mean number of units at the channel at 
comparable channels  tend to be the same, although the actual values of 
the statistics differ where there is a difference in the mean service 
rate. 
For each model, the average queue length of each channel, the 
average  number of  units in each channel, the i.dle time of each channel 
and the portion of customers served by each channel are plotted against 
the utilization factor and are shown in Figures 4 . 1 through 4.4 .  Chan­
nels having the same service rate were found .to have no significant 
difference in the values o f  their respective statistics and are 
represented by a single curve. 
It can he seen in Figure 4. 1  that as the utilization factor in­
crea ses, the portion of customers served by the fastest server also 
increases, while that of the slowest decreases. This is due to the 
fact that as utilization factor value increases, more number of uni ts 
j ockey from the slower servers to faster servers • . 
Figure 4 �2 indicates that the idle time of a server depends on 
both his service rate and the number of servers in the system. For a 
given number of channels and utilization factor, the fastest server will 
have more idle time than other servers. This is due to the ability of 
.the fast  channel to complete the service of uni ts in queues of length 
one faster than the other channels. Further, at high utilization 
1units at the channel is defined as the units in the queue plus 
units in service . 
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Figure 4. 2 .  Idle Time per Channel for al l Model s  a s  a Function of  
Util i zation Factor . 
factor values, the finite queue model shows more idle time than the 
infinite queue models of comparable systems. This results from the 
non-servicing of units in the finite eue model. 
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Another point that could be obser ed from the two channel infinite 
queue and finite queue models i s  that there is no difference in the 
values of the statistics at low utilization factor values. · At low 
utilization values, the queue length S'eldom reaches the allowable queue 
length and hence there is no difference in the values of the statistics. 
Of course this can not be generalized in all cases as this depends on 
the allowable queue length in. the finite que1:1e model. 
Figure 4. 3 indicates that instantaneous jockeying does not affect 
the general shape of the relations of the mean queue length as found 
in simple models. Queue length continues to increase with the utili­
zation factor · and decreases with increase in parallel channels. 
It can be observed in Figure 4.4 that the mean number of units 
at a channel also follows the generally expected pattern of small 
values at low utilization and higher values at high utilization. In­
creasing the number of channels dec:rea:ses the mean number of units at 
the channel. For a given model, the av€rage number of units at the 
faster server is less than the slower server. This is due to the fact 
that the unit choosing the slower server will have to spend more time 
at the service facility. 
Another analysis is to compare the first channel of  each model. 
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Figure 4 . 3 .  Mean Length of Queue as a Function of Utiliza tion 
Factor . 
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t-- = 20 
Channel 1 ;  p- = 10 
. _.../Channel 2 ;  f-- = 20 
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4 . 4 . Mean Units at the Channel  for Selected Simulation Runs 
as a · Func tion of  Utilization Fa ctor . 
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ratio s imilar to the service rate for a g iven utilization  factor . 
Figures  4 . 5a through 4 . 5d sho the relations from F igures  4 . 1 through 
4 .4  for the f irst  channels . Although the fraction of units served 
( Figure 4 . 5a )  is a pproxima tely of this ra tio , the others are les s  so , 
although they tend to rema in in the correct order . 
A typical print out of  the simulation program i s  shown i n  
Appendix D .  
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Figure 4. 5a . Fraction of Units Served by First Cha nne l s  of a l l  Infinite 
Queue Models a s  a Function of  Uti l i za tion Fa ctor . 
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Figure 4 . 5b .  I d l e  Time of  the First Channels o f  a l l  Models as a 
Func tion of the Utilization  Fac tor . 
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Figure 4. 5c . The Mean Length of Queue for the F irst Cha nnels of all 
Models as a Function of the Utiliza tion Factor . 
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Figure 4 . 5d .  Mean Units at First Channels for a l l  Models as a 
Function o f  the Util i zation Factor . 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS . 
A computerized simulation model has been developed that will allow 
the simulation of situations in which instantaneous jockeying occurs 
and in whi.ch there are 2 to 10 channels in parallel . The units may 
arrive according to the exponential interarrival distribution, a con­
stant interarriva l time or any other distribution of interarrival times 
that will  fit into a ten-celled histogram. The same choices exist for 
the service time distribution. Instantaneous jockeying occurs when­
ever one queue becomes two units shorter than some other queue. 
The following conclusions were reached with respect to the model 
and the demons tration simulation runs . 
1 .. A comparison of the ean statistics obtained from the 
simulation with the statistics for similar situations 
computed with queuing theory equations indicate that the 
model is able to accuxately simulate this type of system . 
The values in most cases were in agreement well within 
the 10 per cent limit that were expected from previous 
studies of simulations. 
2. In  general, the results were as expected , both from 
intuition and examina tion of simple models . 
3. A comparison of the output statistics for the first 
channels of the models indicates that the various 
statistic? are not in proportion to the rates of service 
for the same utilization factors. It is not known 
whether this is a function of the j ockeying feature or not. 
The following suggestions are made for further investigation: 
1.  A system with a priority discipline and jockeying allowed 
should be studied. 
2. A system with more than two channels  and in which the 
customer has the option to jockey should be investigated. 
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APPENDIX A 
GENERALIZED SCHEMAT_IC DIAGRAM OF JOCKEYING SITUATION 
Arriving '=m i ts 
select shortes t  
queue D 
When length of 
queue d ifference 
i s  two , the la st 
unit  shi fts to 












APPENDIX B .  
CALCULATION OF THE STATISTICS 
Two channel case with infinite queue. 
X. = 6/ time unit 
f-
2 
= 4. 4444/time unit 
}A- 1 = 2. 2222/time unit 




x;_,_;._2_. 2_2....;;.2;,;..;;2......;x�4_._;_4 4_;_4�4.;,.._;..;.x_0_ • .....:9�( .;::..l -_0�•..:;.9J..) __ 2 ( 6 ) + 2 X 2 .. 2222 X 4 . 4444 X 0 . 9 ( 1 -0 . 9 ) 
= 0 . 0471 
= ---__.;.6 __ X 0 . 0471 
2 X 4. 4444 
= 0.0318 
Idle time of 1st channel = no units in the system + no unit in 
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1 st channel and one unit in the second channel. 
Idle time of 1st channel = 0. 0471 + 0.0318 
= 0 . 0789 
11.[ 1A2 (p
3 - p 2 + 2 p + 2) + pl p ( 2  + 3 p  - p
2) 
L1 = __,;.r__________________ x Po 
4t1P.2 
( 1 - p 2 ) 2 
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11 = 
6[ 4 . 4444 ( 0  .. 729 - 0 . 8 1 + 1 . 8 +  2 ) + 2 . 2222 x 0 . 9 ( 2 +  2 . 7 - 0 . 8 1 ) ] x 0 . 0471 
4 X 2 • 2222 X 4 • 4444 X [ 1 - ( Q . 9)  2 ] 2 
= 4. 817 
= 6 X O . 9 [ 6 ( 1 + 0 • 9 )  + 2 ( 0 • 9 )  
2 ( 4 • 4444 + 2 • 2222 X O • 9 ) ] 
--------------------- X 0 . 0471 
4 X 2 . 2222 X 4 . 4444 [ 1 - ( Q . 9 ) 2 ] 2 
= 3 . 8949 
- 2 • 2222 ( 1 - 0 . 0789 ) - 6 
= 0 . 34 
= 6 X 0 . 0471 
2 X 2 . 2222 
= 0. 0636 
p2 = P + q10 = 0 .0471 + 0. 0636. ,o 0 
P2 = 0 . 1007 0 
40 
_ 6[2 . 2222(0 . 729 - 0 . 8 1 + 1 . 8 +  2) + 4 . 4444 x 0 . 9(2 + 2 .  7 - 0 . 81 )] - ___ ..._____ _ __ ____. _____ __.__ ____ __._._ X O  . 0471 
4 X 2 • 2222 X 4 .  4444 X [ 1 - ( 0 .  9 )  2 ] 2 
= 4 . 72 
_ 6 x  0 . 9 [6 ( 1 +  0 . 9 ) +  2 (0 . 9 )2 (2 . 2222 + 4 . 4444 (0 . 9 ) ) J 
-------------�---::a:----- X 0 . 0471 -
4 X 2 • 2222 X 4 • 4444 [ 1 - ( 0 .  9 )  2] 2 
= 3 .8299 
y 2 = 1 - y l = 1 - 0 .  34 
= 0 . 66 
p 
0 . 2  
0 . 4  











M = 2 ; 
L 
0 . 2743 
0 . 1769 
0 . 5519 
0 . 4289 
0 . 9698 
0 . 8340 
4 . 8709 
4 . 762 
APPENDIX C 
TABLE C-1 
of the Simulation Runs 
Infinite Queue Case 
L
q 
0 . 0103 
0 . 008 
0 . 0742 
0 . 0706 
0 . 3077 
0 . 2897 
3 . 8299 
3 . 8763 
pi 0 
0 . 738 
0 . 833 
0 . 5527 
0 . 642 
0 . 3393 
0 .457 
0 . 1007 
0 . 1 142 
y 
0 . 43 
· 0 . 57 
0 . 394 
0 . 605 
0 . 366 
0 . 634 
0 . 66 







3 . 3333 
6 . 6667 
2 . 2222 
4 . 4444 
p 
0 . 2  
0 . 4  
0.6  











Results of S imu lation Runs 
M = 2 ;  
L 
0 . 2743 
0 . 1769 
0 . 5519 
0 . 4289 
0 . 9698 
0 . 8340 
2 . 6769 
2 . 5747 









1 - 7140 
pi 
0 
0 . 738 
0 . 833 
0 . 5227 
0 . 6420 
0 . 3393 
. 0 . 4570 
0 . 0974 
0 . 1399 
y 
0 . 43 
0 . 57 
0 . 394 
0 . 60 5  
0 . 366  
0 . 634 
0 . 342 







3 . 3333 
6 . 6667 
2 . 2222 
4 . 4444 
4 3  
TABLE C-3 
Results of Simulation Runs 
p = 0 .2 ;  M = 4 ;  
Channel L Lq pi y r' 0 
1 0 . 2669 0 .. 0005 0 . 7348 0 . 226 5 
2 0 . 1704 0 . 0013 0 .. 8321 0 . 279 10 
3 0 . 1676 0 .. 001 1 0 . 8348 0 . 267 10 
4 0 . 2637 Q.0003 0 . 7378 0 . 228 5 
TABLE C-4 
Results of Simulation Runs 
p = 0 .4 ; M = 4 
Cha nnel L L 
q 
pi 0 y JA-
1 0 . 5132 0 . 014 0 . 5022 0 . 199 2 . 5  
2 0 . 3744 0.0189 0 . 6453 0 . 289 5 
3 0 . 3789 0 . 0171 0 . 6390 0 . 302 5 
4 0 . 5039 0 .·018 0 . 5155 0 . 210 2 . 5  
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TABLE C-5 
RESULTS OF SIMULATION RUNS 
p = 0. 6 ; M = 4 
Channel L Lq pi 0 y J-A. 
1 a . BOU 0 . 114 0 . 3 131 0 . 187 1 . 6667 
2 0 . 6836 0 . 1232 0 . 4397 0. 313 3 . 3334 
3 Q . 6723 0 . 1166 0 .4455 0 . 313  3. 3334 
4 Q . 8255 0 . 145''3 0 . 3200 0 . 188 1 . 6667 
TABLE C-6 
RESULTS OF SIMULATION RUNS 
I 
p = 0.9 ; M = 4 
Channel L Lq 
pi 
0 y � 
1 2. 3246 1 - 3987 0 .0749 0 . 1 80 1 . 1 1 1 1  
2 2 . 3022 1 -4047 0 . 1034 0 . 330 2 . 2222 
3 2 . 294 1 .4003 0 . 1072 0 . 322 2 . 2222 
4 2. 4148 1 -4879 0 .0741 0 . 1 68 1 . 1 1 1 1  
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TABLE C -7 
RESULTS OF SIMULATION RUNS 
p = 0 . 2 ;  M =  8 
Channel L Lq pi 0 y f-
1 0 .3160 o .o Q . 6848 0 . 1 1 1  2 
2 0 .2278 o . o 0 . 7728 O . ll8 3 
3 0 . 1749 o . o 0 . 8260 O . ll8 4 
4 0 . 1687 o . o  0 .8319  0 . 140 5 
5 0 . 1857 o . o 0 . 8149 0 . 124 4 
6 0 . 1559 o . o 0 . 8449 0 . 134 5 
7 0 .2623 o . o  0 . 7385 0 . 125 3 
8 0 . 1935 o . o  0 . 8070 0 . 130 4 
TABLE C-8 
RESULTS OF SIMULATION RUNS 
p = 0 .4 ; M = 8 
Channel L Lq 1 P o  y }A-
1 0 . 5683 0 .0005 0 .4326 0 . 089 1 
2 0 .4689 o .o 0 . 5315 0 . 1 12  1 . 5 
3 0 . 3692 0 .0002 0 . 6313  0 . 128 2 
4 0 . 3741 o .o 0 . 6263 0 . 141 2 . 5  
5 0 .3837 0 .0001 0 . 6168 0 . 131 2 
6 0 . 3458 o .o 0 . 6547 0 . 145 2 . 5  
7 0.4522 o .oo 0 . 5483 0 . 120 1 . 5 
8 Q. 3831 0 . 0002 0 . 6176 0 . 133 2 
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TABLE C-9 
RESULTS OF SIJvll.JLATION RUNS 
= 0. 6 ;  M = 8 
Channel L Lq p i 0 y f-
1 o .  71 17 0.0062 0 . 2949 0 . 082 0 . 6667 
2 0 . 6474 0 . 0064 0 . 3594 0 . 1 12  1 
3 0 . 591 1 0 .0053 0 . 4146 0 . 130 1 . 3333 
4 0 . 5354 0 .0057 0 . 4707 0. 141 1 . 6667 
5 0 . 5771 0 .0081 0 .4315  0 . 1 33 1 . 3333 
6 0 . 5274 0 .- 0068 0 .4799 0 . 1 52 1 . 6667 
7 0 . 6432 Q ,.O051 0. 3623 0. 109 L O  
8 0. 5749 0 . 0090 0 .4346 0 . 140 1 . 3333 
TABLE C-10 
RESULTS OF S IMULATION RUNS 
p = 0 . 9 ; M = 8 
Channel L Lq p i  0 y Y-
1 1 . 2292 0 .. 3075 0 .0789 0 . 063 0 . 4444 
2 1 . 2135 0 3226 0 . 1097 0 . 098 0 . 6668 
3 1 . 2077 0 . 3419 0. 1348 0 . 1 50 0 . 8888 
4 1 . 1 628 0 . 3150 0. 1 528 0 . 1 62 l . l l l l  
5 1 - 2457 0 . 3635 0. 1 184 0 . 121 0 . 8888 
6 1 . 2180 0 . 3558 0. 1384 0 . 153 1 . 1 1 1 1  
7 1 . 2929 o· . 3846 0. 0923 o .  105 0 . 6668 
8 1 . 2776 0 . 3914 0 . 1 144 0 . 146 0 . 8888 
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APPENDIX D 
PRINTOUT OF THE PR03RAM 
P R O B L E M  NUMlH: R • 1 
CHANNELS = 4 LAMOA • 
(> . 0000 
C t l ANNEL MU � R E F ERENCE  RATE . 
l 5 . 0000 0 . 2 500 
2 1 0 . 0000  o . 2 soo 
3 1 0 . 0000  0 . 2 ,00 
4 5 . 0000 o. 2 500 
I N F J N l TE QUEUE  S tFO R E  E ACH 
CHA NNE L 
F l NAL STAT I S T I CS 
MEAN QUEUE . MEAN NUMOER 
o . ooos 0 . 2 669  
I D L E  T l  M E  
0 . 7348 
0. 832 1 
o . e .i 4 a  
0 . 7 3 7 8  
NO. O F  UN I TJOCK EYED T O  
2 
POR T I ON S ERVED 
0 . 22 6  
CHANNE L NO.  
1 
0 . 00 1 3  0 9 1 704  
0 . 00 1 1  0 . 1 6 1 6 
0 . 0003 0 . 2 63 7  
HE AN WA I T I NG T I ME •  0 . 0005  
HEAN  T I ME I N  SYST EM = 0 . 144� 
P ( O )  P ( l )  P ( 2 )  P ( 3 )  P ( 4 )  
0 .4205 0 . 3645 0 . 1 5 87  0 . 0458 0 . 009 1 
P ( l l )  
Q . O  
P C l  l )  
o . o  
P ( 1 2 )  
o . o  
P l 2 2 J  
o . o 
p '  1 3 )  
o . o  
P ( 2 3 i  
o . o  
p ( l '• ) 
o . o  
P ( 24 )  
o . o  
P ( l 5 1  
o. o 
P ( .2 5 ) 




0 . 279  2 
0 , 26 7  / 3 
0 . 2 2 a  
P ( � )  P ( 6 )  · P ( 7 )  P ( 8 )  
0 . 00 1 a  0 . 0006  0 . 0000 o . o  
f> ( l 6 )  
o . o  
P ( 2 6 )  
o . o 
P ' 1 7 1  
o . o 
P ( 2 7 )  
o . o  
P ( 1 8 ) 
o . o  
P (  2 8 )  
o . o  
P C 1 9 )  
o . o  
P C 29 )  
o . o  
4 
p ( 9 ,  
o . o  
P ( 2 0  
o � o  
P ( 3 0 )  
o . o  
P U O )  






Q UEUE S I MUL 4 T l ON THES I S  8 . RAB l �ORANA T H  
C T H I S  PRO GR AM C AN TAKE A � l � l MU� OF T�O C HANNE LS  AND A M h X l �UM Cf 
C T E N CHAN E L S  
C T H I S PROGR A1  C AN HANDLE E I T HER l � STANTANEOUS JOCKEY I � G  OR NO  
C �Q J UCK l Y I Nu M UL T I PL E  UU EUf S MODEL 
C V A R I ABL E S  OEf l N E O  
C AN ( J ) AVE�AGE  NUMBER  Of U � I TS  I N  CHANN E L  J .  F I NAL 
C A O t .J )  KEA . Q U E U E  lt:N:i, TH A T  CHM! JE L J ,  F I NAL 
C l l & J ) IDL�  l l �E OF CHA �NE L  J ,  F I NAL  
C NQ ( J ) 1 UMBER O F  UN I T S  JOC KEYED T O  CHANNE L J •  F I NAL 
C PNP ( J ,  - FR .  C T I  0:-J S E R VE D  BY CH4 , ' �JE L  J ,  F I NAL  
C A W T - A V ER AGE W A I T I NG T I ME Of A U� I T ,  F I  MAL 
C T I P - A\I ERAG[ T I ME A UN I T St>[ND S I N  fH E S Y S T E M ,  F I NA L  
· c P I PT - P ROBAB I L I T Y  THA T ZERO  UNI T S  A RE I N  THE  S Y S T EM , F I NAL  
C P ( I UM )- P ROBAB I L I T Y l HAT ' l U M '  U. I T S ARE I N  T HE SY STU1, F I NAL 
C C A L  - F � AC T I ON OF  A�K I V AL S TURNcD AWAY , f I NAl 
C AQ L ( J ) - C UMU SUM OF ME AN QUEUE L E NGTH I N  CHAN� El J ,  AL L RU�S 
C ANL ( J )-CUMU 5UM  UF YtAN  NUM9ER OF UN I T S I N  CHANNE L J , Al l  �UNS 
C PN P t J ) -C UMU S U M  OF  F R AC T I ON OF UN I TS  SE R VE O  BY CHAN � E L  J ,  ALL  RUNS 
C T l  ( J )  - C Ut-1:U 5UM  OF  I DLE T I  M c  OF C HAN,.:E L J ,  A L L  RUNS 
C AWAT - cur-m SUM OF MEAN  WA I T I NG T I ME , Al l  RUN S 
C l l S - CUMU SUM U F  MEAN T I ME A UN I T S ? ENO S I �  l�E SYS T E� , ALL  RUNS 
C CAL - C UMU SUM OF FkAC T 1 m� uf U !H rs  TUrtN EO Aw.A V � Al l. RUM S 
C P IT O  - C. UMU SUM OF  PROBA& l L I T Y H�AT  ��0 U N I T S  ARE  I N  T HE SY S TEM. ALL  
C RUNS  
C PR ( I UM ) =CUMU S UM OF PROBAB I L I TY THA T I UM UN I T S A RE I N  T HE SYST EM , 
C ALL RUN5 
C AV ECUE:C J )-1-H:A :'-J  QUEUE L E NGTH I N  CHANr1E l  J , PER  RUN 
C A V E  �UM ( J )-MfAN  NUMBER OF UN I T S I N  CHA NN E L  J , PER RUN 
C T I D I J ) -I OLE T I ME OF CHANNEL J , PER RUN 
C AV H, AT - ME AN; W A I T  I NG T I ME , P ER RUN 
C T I M 5VS-MEAN T I M E  I N  THE SYST EH t PE R  RUN 
C POR l J ) �FRAC T I ON SE R VC O  B Y  CHANNE L J . PER  RUN 
C F AR - F � AC T I LJN T URNED A WAY . P ER RUN 
C P I DT � ?ROBAbl l I T Y  T HA T  ZERC  UN l l S . A RE I N  THE  SV S T EM , P E R  RUN 
C P � IUM )-�ROBAS I L I TY THAT  I UM UN i fS  A RE I N  T H E  S Y S TE M , PER RUN 
C M AR Y < J  ) - CUMU SU,'1 OF UN I T S Sf RVE O BY CHA NNE L . J-. P E R  RUN  
C OL E ... ( J ) -- cm u S U� OF NUMBE R OF UNI  TS  I N  CHM�t· E t  J ,  P i: R  RUN 
C Z QUE ( J J-CUMU S U� O F  QUEUE LE NGTH l �  CHAN�E L J , P ER  RUN 
C N J ( J t- NUMBER O F  UN I TS T H A T  J OCKEYED T O  CHANNEL J , PiR RUN 
C NAN - T O fAl � UMB i R  OF UN I T S  THAT AR E S E� V I C EO . ? E R  RU�  
C P I OT S  - TO TAL T i r E THA T Z E RO UNr r s  ARE I N  THE  S Y ST EM , ?E R  �U N 
C P� l l UM } -TO TAl T I � E THA T  I UM U�l T S  A �[ I N  T H E SY S T E M , P E R  RUN 
C I �  TO TAL NU� B E R  □F A� l I VA L S , PE R RUK 
C CL OCK- PR E S£ :  f T I  ME 
C EVENT  - NEX T E V ENT  oc : uRR I N� T I ME 
C LOIU S ( J J  - STA T U S  OF C HAl �E l J ,  0- I F  NO UN I J  I N  THE  S T A T I ON • 
C t" - E. l- 1  F A u; I T  I S  I N  THE SER\/ I C E  F AC I L I T Y . 
C T A T  - N E XT U� ! T  ARR l V I ! G T I ME _ 
C I RU� - K E E P S  C OUNT LF THE NUMHEK OF RUN S 














































I W L ( J J- NUM9E R  CF UN I TS t N  CH AN�El J A T  ANY  T I ME 
I W Q ( J J  - NU� B ER L f  UN I TS I N  CU�UE FOR CH ANNEL J AT A NY T I ME 
DA T A  I N PU T  
C A RO NUt--� BER  1 
AL L E ra R I E S  A R E  rn F I  E l  O S  OF 1 7  
E� f� Y l • t • NU � B l R  O F  CHANN E L S 
51 
END. Y  2 'KB ' - l f tJK 1 A 8 U L A R  "KR 1 '/AL A R T E , OFDR CON S T ANT Af.tR I V AL 
RA T E . & i  FDR  P O I S S ON A RR I VAL R AT E 
t: t--., , ><. Y  J ' K8R i, '  T GT A L  NUM bER  Gf UtH T S DES I R E D T O  B E  S I MULA.T EO 
�� -r�Y 4 ' I P R I N O- C l  f O� RUH VALUE S .  - 1  CR O FOR  F I N A L  S TAT I S T IC S  
EN 1 t� Y 5 • I P �  l • TH E NUM'3 t R O F  RUN S  O f S  I P. E D  
ENTRY  6 ' MP ' & l  FOR l NF I N I T= QU E UE , - 1 0 �  0 F OR F I � I T E  QUEUE  
EN TRY 7 • �P l ' 9� fOR l NF I N l JE QUEUE , A l l Oi ABL E QUEUE  F CR f i NI TE 
tJUtUE 
ENT� Y 8 1 JOCY • & l  F O� J OC K E Y I NG .  - I OR O FOR NO JOCK E Y I NG 
C A RU N UM SE�  2 ( C CNSTA N T  OR  ? 01 5S ON A R R I V AL R AT E } 
ENTRY  ' AMQ • · AR R I VAL RA T E . F O�MAT F l 0 . 4  
C A R D  NUM BER 2 ( ! N CASE  O F  T \ B UL AR ARR I V A L  RA TE ) 
Al l EN T R I E S  AR E I N  F I EL D S  Of F 7 . 4  
ENTRY  CUMUL A T I VE ?ROB A b l L i fV  VA LUE S 
CARO NUMBER 3 { TABUL�R AR R I VAL RATE ) 
A L L  E�TK I E S  A R E  I N  F I E L D S  OF F 7 . 4  
ENTK. Y - CORR E SPQ� .;o I N G  T l  M E  V AL �JE S 
C ARO NU!-'i hER 3 ( i> O I SSCN  OR  c m.t S TANT ARR I V A L  RAT E }  OR C A RD !.�UMBER 4 
A L L  EN TH I E S  hR E l N  F ! E Lu S OF l J  
FO R -E V E R Y  CHA�NE L TH E R E '. SHOULD A VALUE O F  K U' 
f :i"i T R  Y • __ K l  Y • - 1  f GR T ABULAK  SE R. V I  C E  RA  T E  s O F QR CONS L'!.Nf  S ERV IC.E  
R ,� f f ' E l  F (J R PGJ  �.; so .  SERV I C E  RATE 
THE FOL L OW I NG �ET OF  D A T A  C ARDS DEPENDS ON THE NUM B E R  O F  CHANNELS  
FOR  E A C H  CHANN EL  THE R E  SHOULD BE  Ar  l E A S T  ONE  C ARD 
IN C AS E  OF PO I S SUN OR CONSTA�H SERV I C E  K A T E  
A LL  EN T R I ES AR � 1 N  F I E LD S O f  F l0 . 4  
ENTRY l ' PQ '  S E � V I C E  �� TE  OF lHAT  C HANNE L 
ENTRY 2 ' PL A Y • P REF E R ENC E FCR THA T CHANN EL  
IN  CA�E  OF T AB UL AR S ER V I C E  �A TE ftt�aE  SHOULD  Sf  THR E E  CARDS FOR 
THA T CHANN E L  
CARO  A 
AL L ENTR l E� A R E  I N  F I E LDS  OF F 7 .4 
ENT R Y  - CUMUL AT I VE PROB AB I L I TY  VALUES  OF  THE C E LL S  
CARD 8 
All  EN TR I E S  AR E I N  F t E l D S  OF F l . '• 
E: �� T l{Y  - COf�RE SPLNO r nG T H-,f.  VA LUE S  OF T H E  C E L L S  
C A R O  C 
EN T � Y  ' P L AY ' ? R E FE R E N: E  F OR T� AT CHANN E L , F O� M A T  f lJ . 4  
O I M E � S I ON AVE NU� ( l O ) . A VE Q UE ( 1 0 ) , A 5L E t 2 , l O ) , l �T l l 0 } , L OTUS l l O l , � l l O )  
D I MU-.S l UN S tCuM T (  50 0 ,  1 0 ) , r�j f 1 0 1 . T I DT { 1 0 ,  ,. �L .: ;•j '( 1 0 )  , Z ,)U i: ( to J .  r ,nt  1 0 )  
t"' 0 1 M E  f iS I O N  T H  ( 5 0 } , Akl L l  l O > ,. A N  L t 1 C ) • A ,( 1 0  ) , A ·'H UH ., P W  ( l O O ) , P { 1 G O  ) 
D I M i NS I DN T I D ( l O J , T I ( l O ) , NC l l O l , PN? ( l O ) , PG � ( l O ) , M� RY t l O l , P R t l CO J  
COM� CN l � L ( l O ) , L , K X , I X , �N , S I . T AdL E l 2 , l O ) , P J ( lO ) , KL Y { l C ) , P� AY ( lO ) ,P  
lU .30 > • N J t.J •  i< ,  ,-1 P l  
I X  I S  T H E  RA NDOM NU�B E R  SEEO 
I X= 9 326 8 45 1 7 
C 
C 
7 3 0  
73 5 
7 0  
C 
92 
1 8 1 
C 
9 1  
8 2  
9 3  
1 8 3  
9 5  
1 8 5  
94 
l d 6  


















L E AP  K E EPS  COUN T  O F  THE  NUMB E R  OF PROBL E MS 
L E AP = 1  
R E A O  I N  DA T A  
R E AO ( l l . 70 r � �D = 7 3 l ) L , K8 , KB RK , I PR I , O , I PR I , M P , MPL , JOCY 
WR I 1 E C 1 2 . 7 3 5 ) L E AP 
F OR MA T ( l H l , ' P R0 8 L EH NUMB E R = ' • l 3J 
F O Rt-: A T (  8 1 6 l 
CHECK FOR  A R R I VA L  D I S TR I BU T I ON O ? I I ON 
I F ( K. 8 ) 9 1 . 9 2 , 92 
RE A O  ( 1 1  , UH ) AMQ 
F ORM A T ( F l0 . 4 )  
GO T O  9 3  
R E AO  I N  T A B UL AR AR R I VAL  R A T E , I F  USED  
REA D ( l l , 32 ) ( ( A BL E ( K X X , LX X ) , L X X= l • l0 l , KXX = l , 2 J 
FOR�: A  T l  1 OF 7 .  3 )  
R� AG { l l , 1 8 3 ) ( K LY ( J ) , J = l , L )  
FORM A T ( 1 0 1 3 )  
00 9 6  J =  1 ,  L 
l f { K LY ( J } J 94 , 95 , 9 5 
RE AO ( l l , 18 5 ) P Q ( J ) , P LA Y ( J J  
fGR M A  T (  2 F l 0 .  4 t 
GO T O  9 6-
R EA O  ( l l ,  l B6 l ( ( TAoL E ( KR J . lR T > , LR-.t=l e lO J , KRT = l ;2 1  
FORMAT ( 1 CF 7 . 3 )  
R E AD ( l l , 99 ) P L AY ( J ) 
FORM A T ( F �0 . 4 )  
CON T I NUE 
WR I T  I NG OU T DAT A 
l f ( K 8 ) 344 , 34 5 , 345  
W R  I T E ( 1 2 , 3 4 6 )  L 
FORt-; A H l HO ,  ' NO .  OF  CHANNELS  = • , I  5 1  
GO T O  4 
�R I T E ( 1 2 . 3 4 3 l l , A MQ 
FORM AT ( lHO , ' C HA NNEL S = 1 , 1 3 , S X , ' LA �D = ' , f l 0 . 4 1 
WR I T E (  1 2 , 3 52 ) 
FORM AT ( tH O , T l 0 1 1 CHANNEl ' , T 2 3 , ' M U • • T30 , ' PR E F ERENCE  R A T E ' ) 
00 3 50 J = l , L 
I f C K L Y ( J ) ) 3 5 , 3 4 , 34 
WR I T E ( l 2 , 3 4 8 ) J , P � ( J ) , P L AY ( J t  
FORMAT ( lHO , T l O , J 5 , T l 8 • F l 0 . 4 , T30 , F l0. 4 )  
GO T O  3 50 
wR I T E C 1 2 . 3 60 J J , P LAY { J l 
FORM A T { l HO , T 0 , 1 5 , T 3 0 , F l 0 . 4 )  
CONT I NUE  
l f ( �\ P ) 6 , 6 , 2 3 
� R I T  E ( l 2 ,, 50 0 ) 
FO RM A T ( l HO , ' I N F I N I TE Q UEUE  B E FORE E ACH CHA NNEL ' )  
GO T O  5 0 3  
�R I T E ( 1 2 , 5 0  l )  M P  L 
52 
50 1 F ORM AT l l HO ., • F l  J I T E  QUEUE OF ' , I z . •  i3 E FORE E ACH CHAN NEL ' >  
C I N I T I A l l l E THE  C UM U  SUN OF M EAN VALUE S , All  RUNS  
S O J  00 600 J =  I . l  
T l  ( J ) =O . O  
NQ ( J J = O  
P N P ( J ) = O . O 
AO U J l = O . O  
ANL ( J ) =O . O  
600 CON T I NUE 
C A L = O . O  
00 5 I UM= t . 5 0 
PR ( I UM ) -= O . O  
. 5 CON T I NU E  
T I S= O . O  
AWA T = O . O  
P I O = O . O 
I RUN =O 
C S E T  All  I ND I V I DUAL P ARAM E T ER S = 0 I N I T I ALL Y 
1 I =O 
P AK = O . O 
NJ Q=O 
TA T = O . O  
CLOCK= O . O  
EVE NT =O .. O 
P I O T S=O . .. O 
SP T = O . O  
NAN: O 
PAT= O . O  
00 2 I UM = l ,  50 
PW ( I UM ) = O . O 
P (  I UM J = O . O  
2 CONT I NU E  
0 0  1 3  J =  1 , L  
I W U J J = O 
HAR Y ( J ) = O  
I WQ ( J J =O 
POR ( J ) =O . O 
L O T U S ( J ) =O 
N ( J J = O 
NJ ( J J =O 
T W H  J )  =O . O  
T l  O T ( J )  = O.O  
CJ L E N ( J  ) = O. O 
ZQUE ( J ) =O. O 
AVE Q UE ( J ) =O . O  
A V E N UM ( J ) = O . O  
1 3  C0NT l l\:U E  
C I NC K EAS E T H E  TO f A L  NUMBE R O F  ARK ( VAL S BY  1 
1 4  I = I E. l  
53 
C CHECK  F O R  ARR I VA L  D I S T R I BUT I ON 
I F ( K B ) 8 1 3 . 8 1 4 , 8 1 5  
C C ON S TAN T A R I VAL T I M E  I S  GE �ERA TED  
8 14 A T= l • 0 / A MQ 
GO T O  8 2 9  
C T A BUL AR  AaR I VA L T I ME I S  G ENERATED  
8 1 3  CA L L  ARAND 
K R T= l 
L R T = l  
81 6 I F ( RN-AB L E { KR T o LR T ) ) 8 1 8 , 8 1 8 , 8 1 9  
8 1 9  L R T = L RT & l 
GO TO  8 1 6 
8 1 8  KR T =KR T & l  
AT = A BL E ( t<.R T , LR T J 
GO T O  8 2 9  
C EX PONENT I AL A R R I VAL T I ME I S  GENERATED 
8 1 5 CALL ARANO 
A T = A L OG ( R  t / ( -AMQ J 
C N EX T ARR I V  L T I ME I S  OBT A I NE D  
829  T A T =CL0C K£AT 
C THE  CHANNEL w l JH THE SHOR T E S T  QUEUE I S  S E L ECTED 
CA L L  S O K. T  
C CHEC K WHE THER A�Y  UN I T  I S  REJEC T ED 
1 F ( K ) 2 4 , 24. 2 5  
2 5  GO T O  7 5  
2 4  0 0  1 5  J = l • l 
C CHEC K FOR  THE CHANN E L  H I CH THE  UN I T  H AS CHOS EN 
I F l J - K X J 1 6 , l 7 . 1 6 
C TE S T  THE  STA T U S  OF TH E S EL E C TED  CH �NEL 
1 7  I F ( L O T u s , ' X ) - 1 ) 1 8 , 1 9 , 1 9  
C I F  F Rt E , GE N E R A T E SER V I CE T I ME 
C QU EUE  , NUMB ER Of UN I T S , STA TU S A RE AD JUST ED 
1 8  LOT U S ( K X ) = l 
I WL ( K X } = I WQ ( KX J & l  
I W Q ( KX ) = I WL ( K X ) -1 
CALL  S TR 
SP T = SP T & S f  
N ( K X ) = N  { K X  ) t l  
C CAL C U L A T E  THE SERV I C E COMP LE T I ON T I ME 
L P Y = N ( KX )  
I F ( L PY- 5 CO t 60 1 , 60 1 , 6 02 
602 L P Y = L P Y- 500 
60 1 S EC OMT ( L PY , K X ) =CL OC K & S T  
G O  T O  1 5  
C I F  S E L E C T ED C HANNE L I S  OT F RE E , AD�US T QUEUE -ND NU M B ER OF UN I T S  
1 9  I WQ ( KX ) = I W { KX ) i l 
l � L ( KX ) = l � ( K X J t l 
GO TO  1 5  
1 6  I F ( L OT U S ( J ) - 1 ) 2 1 , 1 5 , 1 5  
C UPDA TE  T HE I DL E  T I ME 
2 1  T I O T ( J ) = T I O T C J ) �A T  
1 5  C CN T I N UE  
GO  1 0  75  
5 5  
C I F  T H E  C L OC K T I ME I S  A S ER V I C E  COMP L E T I ON T I ME , CH ANG E T H E  S TATUS  
C Of l H E CHAN � E L  I N  WH I CH SE RV I C E  I S  COM P L ETED  
.5 0  L O T U S ( K X ) == O 
C UPOA  T E  THE  T O T A L  NUM BER  OF U N I T S SERV I C ED BY THAT C H ANNEL 
MAR Y ( K X ) =MA RY ( K X ) & l  
NAN=NA N & l  
C CHECK  F OR QUEUE  
l f ( l WQ ( K X ) . E Q . Q ) GO TO  5 1  
GO T O  52  
C l f  Q U E UE E X I ST S , P U T  A UN I T  I N  THE  FAC I L I TY 
C ADJ U S T  THE QUEUE , S TA TUS 7 NUMB ER Of UN l i S  
C GEN E RA T E  S E R V I C E  T I ME 
C CAL CUL A T E  T Hc SE� V I CE COMPL E T I ON T I ME 
52  I WQ ( K X ) = I W Q ( KX ) - 1  
I W L ( KX ) = I W Q ( K X ) & l 
LOT U S (  K X  J =  1 
CAL L  STR  
SP T = SP T & S T  
N ( K X ) = N ( KX ) & l 
LPY = N (  K X· ) 
l f ( L PY- 5 00 ) 6 0 3 . 6 03 , 604 
604 LPY= L P Y- 50 0  
6 0 3  SE COMT ( LPY , K X ) = C L OC K & ST 
GO T O  53  
C I f  T HE RE I S  NO QUEUE 
5 1  [ WU K X )  =O 
C T E S T  FOR J OCK E Y I N G  
5 3  I f l JOCY } 9 3 5 , 935 , 953 
9 5 3  00 5 4  J == l . L  
JUE= I WL ( J ) - I WL ( K X )  
LAMP=J  
l f ( J UE- 2 ) 54 , 5 5 , 5 5 
5 4  CON T I IWE 
C IF  T HER E I S  NO J OCK E Y I NG 
9 3 5  I F C I W L C KX ) . E Q . O ) GO TO  58  
GO TO  75  
C A UN I T  F ROM THE LONG E S T  QUE UE JOC KE YS  T O  SMOK I E S T  QU EU E C H.�NNEL  
5 5  NJ ( K X ) =N J ( K X ) & l 
C ADJ U ST ThE  Q UE U E . NUMBER  OF U N I TS I N  T HE CH ANNEL FROM WH I CH THE 
. C UN I T  J OC K E YED  
l W Q ( LAMP ) = l � Q ( L AMP ) - 1  
l hl ( L AM P ) = I WU ( L A � P ) & l 
C CHE C K  F O R  THE S T A T U S  OF  THE  CHA NNE L 
l f ( L OT U S ( K X ) . E Q . O ) GO TO 56 
GO TO 5 7  
C I F  CHANNEL I S  F�tE , GE NE RA T E  SE k V ICE  T I ME 
5 6  L 0TU S ( K X l = l  
CAL L  STR  
S P J = SP T&S f 
N ( K X ) = N ( K X ) U  
C C A L C UL A TE THE  SE R V I C E C OMPLE T I ON T I ME 
L P Y =N ( K X )  
I F C L PY-500 ) 6 05 , 605 , 606 
b06 L PY = LPY-500 
b0 5 S ECUMT ( LP Y , � X ) =C LOC K t S T  
8 8 6  I WU KX ) = l  
l W Q ( KX ) = IWL ( K X ) - 1  
GO T O  7 5  
C I F  CHANNEL I S  NO T F RE E , A 0 JU S T  QUEUE , NUMB ER Of UN I T S  
5 7 I WO l K X ) = I � ( KX ) & l 
I W L ( KX ) = I WQ I K X ) t l  
GO T O  7 5  
C UPDA T E  I DL E  l l ME 
5 8  T I O T ( K X l = T I DT t K X ) & T A T -C lOC K  
C ARRANGE  THE VAR I OUS E VE N T S  I N  A N  ORDER  
7 5  LAB=O  
DO 76 J = l , l 
L P Y=N ( J ) 
I F ( l OT U S I J ) . EQ . O ) GO TO  7 6  
GO TO  71  
7 7  L A B=L A B & l  
I F l L P Y- 500 ) 2 5 , 92 5 , 92 6  
92 6  L PY =LPY - 500  
925  TM ( L AB ) =ScCOH T l LP Y , J )  
76  CONT I NUE  
L A B=LAB& l 
T M l L AB ) = T T 
C F I NO THE  EXT  E V E N T  T I ME 
LART = l  
L A RS= 2  
80 l f ( T M ( L AR T ) - T M ( L A R S ) ) 7 8 . 78 , 7 9  
79  LAR T:LARS 
78  L AR S =L A R S& l  
I F ( L AR S-LAB ) B0 , 80 , 8 1 
8 1  E V E f T= T t-t ( L A r )  
C F I NO  �HETH£  I T  I S  AN AR R I VA L OR  SERV I CE CGM?LE T I0N  T I M E  
I F I L AR T . EQ . L A B ) GU TO  8 b  
G O  T O  8 7  
C I F  SERV I CE COMPL E T I ON T I ME , F I ND T HE CHANNEL  
8 7  0 0  b 8  J = I . t.  
L P Y = N ( J )  
l f ( L P Y- 5 00 ) 92 4 , 924 , 92 3  
9 2 3  L PY =LPV-500  
9Z4 I F ( L O T U S ( J ) . E Q . O ) GO TO  8 8  
5 6  
GO  T O  8 9  
8 9  I F ( E VtN T- SE COM T ( L P Y , J J J 8 8 , 90 , 8 8  
88  CONT I NU E  
90 K X ::; J  
C UPDA T E  T H E  S T AT I ST I C S  
86 D O  8 82 J = l , L  
QL E N t J ) =Q L E N ( J ) & I W L ( � J * ( E V E NT-C LOCK ) 
l Q UE ( J ) = ZQUE ( J ) & ( l � Q t � ) * ( E VE NT-C L GCK ) ) 
T W T ( J ) = T � T ( J ) & ( I WQ ( J ) * ( E VE N T-C LOCK J ) 
882  CON T I NUE  
I UM= O 
DO 1 32 J = l  , L  
I UM = I UM & I WL ( J )  
132  CON T I N UE 
l f ( I UM ) l 33 , 1 3 3 . 1 3 4  
1 34 I F ( I UM- 3 0 ) 9 32 , 93 2 , 1 2O 
9 3 2  P W ( l UM J =P W ( I UM ) t E V ENT-C L OC K  
G O  T O  1 20 
1 3 3  P 1 DT S= P  I O T S C EVEN T-C  U1C .K 
C T E S T  FOR T H E  TO TA L NU B E R OF UNI TS  EEO  TO  BE  S I MUL A T ED 
1 2 0  1 F ( N AN-K BR K ) 8 3 , 84 � 8 4  
t I F  L E SS ,  UPD ATE T H E  CLOC K T I M E  
8 3  CLOC K::; E V[NT  
C CHECK hHE THER  I T  I S  N ARR I VAL  OR S ERV I C E C OMP L ET I ON T l HE 
l f ( L AB . EQ . L A� T J GO TO 1 4  
GO T O  50 
C C A LCUL A T E  THE  RUN S TATI S T I C S  
84  D O  8 5  J ::; 1 , L  
AVE QUE ( J ) = Z J UE ( J ) /C LOCK 
AVE� UM ( J l =QL E N ( J ) /C LOC K  
T I O ( J ) = T I O T ( J l /C L OCK  
P A T = T WT ( J )  &PAT  
C T E S T  FOR  F I � I T E QUEUE  
l f ( M P ) 5 1 0 . S l 0 . 5 l l  
C I F  F I N I T E , F I NO THE  TOTA L NUMB E R  OF UN I TS S E RV I C E D  
5 1 0  P AK ::; PAK tMARY { J ) 
GO T O  8 5  
C l F I NF  I ,  I T E ,  F I  O T H E  FR ACT I ON SE RVEO BY EACH C HA NNEL  
· 5 1 1  PAK= MARY ( .J ) 
POR ( J ) =PAK /KBRK 
8 5  CON T I NUE 
C T E ST F O R  F I N I TE QUEUE 
I f { MP ) 5 l 3 , 5 1 3 . 5 t 4  
C I F  F I N I T E . F l , 0 THE FR C T I ON SE RVE D BY E ACH CHANNE L  
5 l 3  00 5 1 2 J = l , L  
PAC;;: MAR Y ( J )  
POR ( J ) = PAC/PAK 
5 1 2  C O N T I NU E  
C C AL C UL A T E T H E  �fAN  WA J T I NG T I ME . ANO M EAN  T I ME I N  T H E  S YST E M  
57 
S l 4 A V E � AT= PAT / � AN 
T I M 5 Y 5 = ( P  T t SP T ) / NA �  
C T E ST FD�  F I N I T E  UUEUE 
1 F ( �P J 52 0 . 5 2 0 , 5 2 1  
C I F  F I , I Tt: . C A L C UL A TE T E  FRAC T I ON OF ARR I VAL TURNED AW AY 
52 0 C A T = NJ Q  
f A R=CAT / 1  
C CAL C UL A T E  T H E  S Y S TEM  P�O BABI L I T Y STATE S 
S2 l 00 1 3 8 I UM = l , 5 0 
P l I UM ) = P � l l UM ) / C LOC 
1 3 8 COtH I N UE 
P I O T =P I D TS / C L OC K  
C T E S T  F OR PR I ! T I N G  OP T I ON 
I F l  I PR I : 0 ) 5 40 , 540 , Hb 
7 1 6 L I F E = I RU. £ 1  
C PR I N T T HE RUN V ALUES  
W R l T E l 1 2 , 7 1 7 ) L I F E 
7 1 7 FOR�Al l l HG , l O X , ' R UN NUMBER = ' , 1 3 1  
5 1 6 WR l f E ( l Z , 6 1 0 ) 
58 
6 1 0  FOR , A H l HO , ' MEAN QUE UE M EAN NU BER I OL E  T I ME NQ.QF UN I TJ O  
lCKEY ED  1 0  POR T I O� SE RVED  CHANNEL  N0. 1 ) 
DO 6 09 J = l , l  
WR I T E (  1 2 , l O l ) A V l::WUE  J )  , AvE rJ UM ( J l .., TI O ( J ) , N J ( J J , P OR I J )  , J  
1 0 1  FORM A T ( l HO , f l 0 . 4 , 3X � F l0 . 4 , 5 X , Fl 0.4 , tiX � l 8 , 1 5X , F6 . 3 , 1 2 X , 1 5 ) 
609  CON�INUi  
WR l f E ( l 2 , 6 1 2 ) A V E WAT 1 T I M SY S 
61 2 F ORM A T ( I HO . ' A V ERAGE  � A I T I NG T I ME = • � F 8 . 4 , 5X , ' MEAN  T l �E I N  SYST E M : 
l 1 , f l 0 . 4 J 
I F ( MP ) 703, 703 , 704 
703 WR I TE ( l 2 . 522 ) F AR 
522 FOR, ,AH 1 H0 . 1 5 X , ' F RAC I ION OF UN I T S  · URNED Aw AY -= 1 , F S . 4 )  
1 04 W R I T E ( l 2 , 1 39 ) 
1 39 FORMAT ( lH0, 2X , '  P I O )  P ( l )  P ( 2 ) P ( 3 )  P ( 4 } 
1 P ( 5 l  P ( 6 ) P ( 7 ) P C  J P { 9 )  P l l O ) • > 
WR l f E ( l 2 9 1 40 ) P I OT , ( P l l UM ) , I UM= l • lOi  
1 40  FOR� A T ( lH0. 2 X , F l 0 . 4 s l OF l 0. 4 )  
· wR I Tf ( l Z . 14 1 ) 
1 4 1  FORMAT ( lH0 , 2 X , ' P { l l 1  P ( l 2 J  P ( l 3 )  ? ( 14 ) P ( l 5 ) 
1 p ( 16 ) p ( 1 7 )  C p ( l  8 ) p ( 19 ) p ( 20 f ) 
WR I T E ( l Z . 1 42 ) ( P ( I UM ) , I UM= l l , 20 )  
142  F O RYiAT ( IH0 , 2X , l 0F l 0 . ) 
WR I T E (  1 2 . 1 43 ) 
1 4 3  F ORMAT { l H0 , 2 X , ' P ( 2 l l P ( 2 2 1 P ( 23 )  P ( 24 ) P ( 25 ) 
1 P ( 26 )  P ( 2 7 )  P ( 28 )  P { 2 9 )  P ( 30 ) 1 ) 
WR I T E ( 1 2 , l 44 ) { P ( I Ur. l . I U M = 2 1 , 30 )  
1 44 F ORMAT ( l H0 , 2 X , l OF 1 0. ) 
C UPDA TE  THE � U N  S T A T J ST I C S  
,4 0 I RU�-l = J R t;N& l 
DO 1 50 J =  L . L  
T l ( J ) = T i l � J £T I O ( J ) 
NQ ( J ) = NH J )  ti · l J J 
PN P ( J ) = P�P ( J ) & P OR ( J ) 
A QL t J ) = AUL ( J ) i � V EOUE ( J )  
�N l l J l =� iL t J ) t AV E N UM ( J I  
1 5  CON T I NU E  
C T E ST  FOR F I N I T E  QUE UE 
I F ( � µ ) 5 2 5 , 5 2 5 , 5 2o 
525 C A L -=- •=AR &CAl 
526 A W A T �A w A l tAVE W AT 
T I  S = T I  S f: T I MSYS 
DO 1 6 8 l UM= l , 3 0 
PR l l UM ) =PR ( I UH ) &? { I UM )  
1 68 CONT I N U E  
P I O = P I D E:P I DT 
I F ( l RUN- I PR i ) l , 3 , 3  
C S I MULAT I CN STOP S 
C C AL C UL A T E  THE F I NAL  S T A T I ST I CS 
3 DO 1 5  l J::: t .  L 
A Q ( J ) =- AOL ( J ) / I P R I  
T l ( J  ) = l l ( J ) / I P R I 
NQ ( J  ) =N Q f J ) / l P R I  
PNP ( J ) = PNP l J J / l PR I  
AN ( J ) = ANl ( J ) / I P R l  
15 1 CONT I NUE 
I F ( M P ) 5 30 , 530 , 53 l  
530 C A L = CAL / t PR 1 
53  AW T = AW A T/ I PR I  
T I P = T I S / IPR I  
P I P T =P I O/ I P R I 
00 1 69 l UH= l , 30 
P l I UM ) = P� ( I UM ) / I PR I  
lb9 CON T WUE 
C PR I � T I H E  F I NAL  S T A T I S T I C S  
1 F l l PR I N0 ) 72 0 , 72 0 , 7 2 l  
720 W R 1 T f l 1 2 , 7 1 9 ) 
7 19 fQR M AT ( lHO , l OX , ' F I NA L  S TA T I ST ICS  • 1  
GO T O  5 1 5 
72 1 W R I T E ( l 2 72 3 )  
72 3 FO R M A T ( lH l . l OX , ' F I NAL S T A T I ST I C S  • I 
59 
5 1 5 W R I T E (  l 2 . 5 Hd  
5 1 8  F OR M AT ( l HO . ' ME AN QUEUE  M E AN NUMBER I D LE  T I ME NO . OF UN I TJ O  
l CK E Y E O 1 0  P CR T I ON SER VED  CKAl �El  NO . • )  
00 2 8 b  J= h l.  
\-11{ I T  E { 1 2 ,. 1 0 )  AC { J ) , A N  ( J ) , T l  ( J ) , NQ ( J J , P NP ( J )  , J 
1 0  F OK �A T ( l HO , f L 0 . 4 , 3 X , F l 0 . 4 , 5X , F l 0 . 4 , aX , 1 8 , 1 5X , F 6 . 3 , 1 2 X , 1 5 )  
2 86 CON T I NUE 
l f ( P.P ) 5 > 3 • 5 33 5 14 





5 3 6  FOR� T { l H 0 , 1 5 X , ' FRACT I O  OF  UN I TS  TURNE D AWAY = • , F S . 4 J 
5 34 � � I TE t 1 2 , 3 l l ) AW T  
3l l F OR �AT t lH0 , 1 1 5 , • �EAN  WA I T I NG T I �E = • , F S . 4 ) _ 
R I T E f  1 2 , 3 1 2 H I F>  
3 1 2  fORMA T ( l H O , T 1 5 , 1 M EA T I ME I ,  SYSTEH = ' , F B . 4- 1  
•R I Tt: ( 1 2 � 4 3 9 ) 
4 3 9  F OR� A J ( l rl0 , 2 X , ' P I O )  P { l )  P ( 3 )  P ( 4 J  
1 P l 5 J  P ! 6 J P ( 7 )  P C 8 J  
WR l ! E ( 1 2 , 440 ) P l PT � I P t I Uf ) . I UM= l , 1 0 )  
't40  FOR:� H H O ,  2X , F l(; . 4 ,  l OF I 0.-4 )  
R I T E (  12 , 4 4 1 ) 
44 1 FOR 1A T ( l H0 , 2 X , • P ( l l ) P ( l 2 )  
l P ( l b J  P ( l 7 J  P ( l 8 ) 
nR I TE t 1 2 , 4 42 ) ( P t I UM ) , I U = 1 1 .20 )  
442 FO�MAJ C 1H0 , 2 X , 1 0F 1 0. 4 ) 
WR I T  E l 1 2  , 4 4 3 ) 
p ( 1 9 )  
44 3 FORMA T ( l H0 , 2 X , 1 P C 2 1 J 
1 P l 26 J P { 2 7 J  ? ( 28 )  
P ( 22 )  
P ( 2 9 J  
WR I T E l l 2 , 44 4 l l P ( l UM ) , I UM=2 1 • 30 J  
444 FORMAT ( l H0 , 2 X , 1 0F l0. 4 )  
LE4P-=LE AP & l  
GO TO 730 
7 3 1  STOP 
E D 
P ( l O l ' _) 
P ( l3 J  P ( l 4 ) 
P l 20 1 ) 
P t  23  l P l  24 ) 
P l 30 J • a  
P ( 1 5  J 
P ( 2 S I  
TH I S  RANDOM NUMBER ROUT l 'E w i ll GENE RATE  R A  OOM NUP. � E R S  GREAT ER 
THAi O AND L E SS  THAN OR EQUAL TO 1 
SUB�OUT I N E ARANO 
COMMON l w l ( l O )  L , KX , I X , RN , ST , TABLE ( 2 , l O J , PQ l lO )  
I X= I X*65 5 3 9  
I f {  I X ) 5 , 6 , 6  
5 I X= I X&2 1 4 7 48 364 7� 1 
6 R �= I X 
R =P.N* . 4 65 66 1 3E-09 
J f [ fh ) 7 . 7 , 8  
7 RN= l . 
8 RE TURN 
ENO 
TH I S  �U B ROUT I N E  I S  U S [O T O  SE LECT  A CHA �NEL FOR A UNI T 
SUB�OU T I 1\J E SOR T  
60 
COMMO� l �L ( l 0 ) , L w KX � I X , RN , S T , TABLE t 2 , 1 0 )  , PC l l O ) , K L Y t l O ) , P L A Y t lO ) , K 
l l M C l O ) , S A l ( l u ) , ?A 1 0 ( l O ) , NJQ . K , HPL 
KA= l 
KJ=2 
6 l f l l WL ( K A ) - l WL ( MJ t ) 3 , 3 , 4  
4 KA=M J 
3 MJ= M J & l  
If- (  H J -l ) 6 , b ,  1 
7 K X =K A 
l f  MORE TH AN ON E CHANNEL HA V E  THE SAME  QU EU E . U S E  THE  P R Ef ERENCc 
. . 








PA I == O . O  
l l S = O  
DO · 8 J : l  , l  
I H I ' U K X ) - 1 WU J ) ) 8 , 9 , 8  
9 l l  S.= U S C 1 
K I ,-. I L I S ) =J 
6 
1 3  
15  
19  
1 8  
20  
2 1  
1 '6 
1 7  




2 1  
20 
2 4  
26 
2 5  
P A  I = P1.. A Y ( J ) & P A I 
SA l l l l S ) = P A l  
CON J WU£ 
l F t L I S- 1 ) 2 2 , 2 2 , 1 3 
C A L L  A RANU 
I F t R  - 1 > 1 5 , U , 1 3  
00 1 6  K I S = l , 'L I S 
I F ( K I S- 1 ) 1 8 , 1 8 , 1 9 
PA I O I K I S ) = ( S A i l K i S ) - SA l ( K I S- 1 ) ) / PAI  
GO  1 0  20  
PA I D { K I S J = SA I ( K I S ) / PA I 
GO TO  2 1  
PA I C I K I S ) =P A I O ( K I S ) & PA I O ( K I S- 1 ) 
I f l �N-P A I O ( K I S ) J l 7 , 1 7 , l 6 
CON T CNUE 
KX=  IM C K I S )  
T E S T  FOtl THE  A L L CWAB L E  QUE UE 
I F C I  L l K X ) - ( MPL & l ) ) 2 2 , 23 , 2J 
UPDATE · T H E T OTAL NUMBER  OF UN I TS REJECT ED  
t--lJ Q = NJQt l 
K I S  AN I N D E X  
K= l 




T H I S SUBROUT I N E I S  U S E D  F OR GS ERAT I NG S ERV I CE T I ME S  
SUB� OUT I N [ S TR 
COM ON I WL ( 1 6 ) , L , K X , l X . RN , S T , TA8LE f 2 , 1 O ) � P Q ( l O l , KLY ( lO )  
CHEC F OR T rl t  S E RV I C E  D I STR I BUT I O ' OPT IO�  
1 f t  " LY i K X l > 2 0 , 2 1 , 2 2 
GEN!:RAH : co :� S TA,H SER V I C E T I ME 
S T= l . 0/PQ ( K X )  
GO TO  30 
GENERATE T A B UL AR S ER V I C E  T I ME 
CALL  ARAND 
KK X= l  
L L X= l 
I F C RN- T A 8L E ( KK X , L L X } l 2 5 t 25 • 2 6  
L L X =Ll X f.  l 
GO 1 0  24 
KKX = ' K X � l 
ST= TABL E l KK X , L L X J 
61 
GO T O  30 
C �ENERA T E  E XP O�EN T I A l SER V I C E  T I ME 
22  :CALL ARANO 
S T= ALOG ( RN ) / ( - P  ( KX ) )  
30 RE TURN 
ENO 
62 
